
On March 30, 2022 the Russian tax authorities (hereinafter –

RTA) issued a Clarification Letter № SD-4-3/3807@ explaining 

the procedure of paying VAT on e-services due to sanctions 

against the Russian Federation and difficulties with transferring 

funds from the accounts of foreign banks to the Russian budget.

RTA recommends Russian legal entities (customers) 

purchasing e-services to withhold and pay VAT to the budget of 

the Russian Federation. In this case, RTA will not require the 

foreign company to refund VAT, show it in the VAT return and 

return the previously accepted refund by the Russian legal 

entity.

At the same time, RTA recommends Russian legal entities to 

inform foreign companies about the performance of the function 

of a tax agent and their payment of VAT to the Russian budget.

Updated approach of Russian tax 
authorities on e-services VAT

According to the general rule, which is applied starting from January 1, 2019, foreign company acts

as a VAT taxpayer if it provides e-services or acts as intermediaries participating in settlements

directly to its Russian customers (legal entities), (article 174.2 of Tax Code of Russian Federation

(hereinafter – TC RF)). Such transactions make the foreign company responsible for the following:

• Registering with the Russian tax authorities via special web portal;

• Paying VAT to the Russian budget from sales of e-services as well as from other sales on the

Russian territory;

• Submitting VAT return quarterly, but no later than 25th day after the end of corresponding quarter.

Russian entities are liable to withhold VAT from income as tax agents and able to refund the

amount of VAT if they act as intermediaries in the providing e-services to foreign companies

(clause 10, article 174.2 of TC RF).

VAT on sales of e-services in accordance with TC RF

VAT on sales of e-services: 

updated approach

We notice that the letters of RTA are not regulatory legal acts, do not contain legal norms and do 

not specify regulatory requirements. Despite the Clarification Letter of RTA, as a general rule TC 

RF does not contain a procedure of paying VAT by customers (Russian legal entities) in the 

following case.

Thus, the provisions of the latest Clarification Letter of RTA are recommendatory and inconsistent 

with the current Russian tax legislation. 

However, considering difficulties with the payment of VAT from the accounts of foreign banks, we 

assume that it is permissible to follow the recommendations of RTA and apply reverse charge (split 

payment type): invoice shows VAT and customer pays it to the budget.

ALTHAUS corporate tax department will continue to keep you informed about the latest updates 

related to Russian VAT rules. If you need consulting services regarding detailed analysis of VAT on 

sales of e-services in Russia, please contact ALTHAUS experts.
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